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The CPF - Consorzio Promozione Filati

The Consorzio Promozione Filati - CPF (Yarns Promotion Consortium) is a 
group of Italian spinners established 30 years ago among the most 
dynamic, creative, and export oriented companies.

Today, the companies are 33 representing all the qualities of the sector: 
carded, classic, worsted, for circular knitting, for weaving and hand knitting 
yarn.

The common objectives of the companies are the following: 

• the research and innovation content, consequence of constant attention 
to both fashion trends, proposed in various forms seasonally and to the 
optimisation of the production processes, result of the collaboration 
with research structures having vast experience in the textile sector,

• the commitment towards environmental, social, and organisational 
sustainability, certified by having created, in 2015, a specific Charter of 
Values to whom the companies can apply,

• the participation as absolute protagonists in the most important fair, 
Pitti Immagine Filati, which is held in Florence twice a year,

• the active support to young designers and their creativity supplied 
through the collaboration with many International fashion schools, 
which in 2009 gave birth to the contest “Feel the Yarn” (feeltheyarn.it), 
in collaboration with Pitti Immagine Filati. 

Thanks to this expertise CPF started many collective promotional initiatives 
over the years, both in fairs, such as Spinexpo Shanghai, and through 
specifically events, like the workshops in Japan, South Korea, China, France 
and Nord Europe (Copenhagen, Stockholm and this year Amsterdam).

The Nordic Countries Roadshow in Copenhagen and Amsterdam is the 
latest initiative to present the excellence of Italian yarns in new potential 
markets and we hope that it can bring a contribution of style and research 
on the Nordic market.



The participation to the Nordic Countries Roadshow 2019 of these six 
companies from Piemonte-Italy

• Avia srl
• Davifil srl
• Di.vé spa
• Filatura Astro srl
• Filatura di Pollone srl
• Manifattura Sesia srl

is proposed within the Textile Project promoted by Regione Piemonte 
(Regional Government), financed by ERDF - European Regional 
Development Fund and managed by Piemonte Agency.
Piemonte Agency is the reference point to meet top class companies 
from Piemonte-Italy and for foreign companies looking for business 
opportunities in the area.

www.centroestero.org



General concept for FW 2021

We are our past, our roots. 

Roots represent our identity and the result of layering other people’s 
experiences and something else before us, without them becoming a 
cage which prevents us from exchanging ideas, thus from growing and 
evolving; they are rather a cultural background we can refer to, a 
fundamental point we can start from.

But, above all, we are made of present moments it is to be hoped that 
we take roots, in order to be able to live at the height, actively and 
consciously.

Finally, we are our future, our plans, our dreams and, like trees, it is 
possible to sprout and to bear fruits only after being deeply rooted. 

The four chromatic ranges speak with shades which apparently are out of 
contest, in search for new bases for new roots. 

ROOTS

1 | Origins

2 | Private wunderkammer

3 | New archetypes

4 | Sharing memories



Yarns brands list

Avia srl
Botto Giuseppe & Figli spa
Davifil srl  only Amsterdam
Di.Vé spa
Filati Naturali spa
Filatura Astro srl  only Amsterdam
Filatura di Pollone srl
Filatura Papi Fabio spa
Filitaly-Lab srl
Filivivi srl
Filmar spa
Filpucci spa
Iafil - Industria Ambosiana Filati spa
Ilaria Manifattura Lane srl
Industria Italiana Filati spa
Lanecardate spa
Lanificio dell’Olivo spa
Manifattura Igea spa
Manifattura Sesia srl
Monticolor spa
Olimpias Group srl
Pecci Filati spa
Pinori Filati spa
Servizi e Seta srl
Suedwolle Group Italia spa  only Copenaghen
Tollegno 1900 spa - Divisione filati

Knitting mills list

Maglificio F.M.F. spa
Moma Concept srl
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AVIA SRL

Via per Pollone 64
13900 Biella - Italy
ph. +39 015 2596211 
www.avia.it
Contact Mr Mauro Palladino
international@avia.it

Avia specializes in the production of classic and fancy yarns for 
hand knitting and weaving. 
A very important investment is spent in research: the articles, 
all medium-high end, are distinguished by the study of printing 
effects, aspects and volumes, as well as for the attention 
dedicated to the selection of raw materials. With its line of 
organic yarns, Avia guarantees compliance with appropriate 
ethical and environmental standards.
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BOTTO GIUSEPPE & FIGLI SPA

Via Bartolomeo Sella, 166
13825 Loc. Valle Mosso, Valdilana
Biella - Italy
ph. +39 015 70481
www.bottogiuseppe.com
Contact Mr Luca Nicolina 
commerciale@bottogiuseppe.com

In 1876, Giuseppe Botto established his wool mill in Valle Mosso, 
in the province of Biella. In 2016, the company celebrated 140 
years of business. Today, the fourth generation of the family runs 
the company, attentive to the challenges of the future.
Skill, mastery and research converge in collections that interpret 
contemporaneity underpinned by a firm belief in a genuine and 
inimitable legacy. Preserving tradition entails looking ahead, 
continuously infusing past, present and future with innovative 
solutions. Yarns and fabrics created and produced in the two 
facilities of Valle Mosso, in the province of Biella, and Tarcento, in 
the province of Udine, are the heart and soul of cashmere, wool, 
silk, linen and cotton collections produced by exclusive spinning, 
weaving, dyeing and finishing processes.
Botto Giuseppe & Figli is one of the highest expressions of the 
Italian manufacturing sector, where expert hands skilfully perform 
long and complex processes that create charming quality 
products for discerning clients.
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DAVIFIL SRL

Via N. Sauro, 43 
13871 Benna, Biella - Italy
ph. +39 015.2558198 
www.davifil.it
Contact Mr Christian Spirito
export@davifil.it

Davifi srl is a yarn manufacture and trading company.
Our production embrance quite all the spinning system and 
we normally work with natural materials like wool, linen, silk, 
hemp, cotton in pure or in blend.
For summer season we are offering a big range of yarns in 
linen, hemp and blends of its, also with organic materials. 
Twisted yarns and cordonnets for garment and furnishing, in 
raw-white and dyed.
The winter specialities are wool yarns and their blends, 
spinned in the worsted system and a big range of fancy yarns 
like bouclè, frisè and special effects in big counts also. 
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DI.VÉ SPA

Via Papa Giovanni XXIII 94-96
13882 Vergnasco-Cerrione, Biella - Italy
ph. +39 015 2583057
www.filatidive.it
Contact Mr Simone Parlamento
simone.parlamento@filatidive.it

Di.vè is a specialist in the production of combed yarns, classic 
and fancy, in the purest Italian spirit, all with several colors in 
stock service. Our product lines are: “Classic & Fancy Yarns”: a 
classic mesh line. Merino Wool combed yarn, baby alpaca, kid 
mohair mixed with super soft acrylic, viscose and very fine 
nylon. 
“Colours Lab”: they represent the true spirit Di.Vè. Son full of 
color and realized with exclusive production techniques, with a 
hand-made appearance, refined and deco, medium / large 
titration. 
“Extreme & Eco-friendly” offers very fine technical threads 
blended with merino wool and high-performance polyester and 
nylon fibers for a casual / sporty market. Also important are the 
environmentally friendly yarns produced by low-impact 
production processes. Our yarns are intended for straight 
knitting, hand knitting, jersey production, socks and 
accessories.
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FILATI NATURALI SRL

Via Pantano 16/E
50013 Capalle, Firenze - Italy
ph. +39 055 8989371
www.pecci1884.it/filatinaturali
Contact Mr Daniele Fini
dfini@filati-naturali.it

The mission of FILATI NATURALI is the explicit quality of its high 
range of raw materials that re-defines the new contemporary 
classic of excellence.
Through a clear definition of the concept of “Natural Yarns”, our 
collections provide a large offer of exclusive yarns (all Made in 
Italy) such as Eco Cashmere, Cashmere Silk, Baby and Suri Alpaca, 
Baby Camel, Superior Wool and Angora.
Sustainability and environment protection are key words in our 
Company to fulfil the current necessities of our customers.
At this concern, FILATI NATURALI has recently obtained GRS 
(Global Recycle Standard ) certification attesting the presence of 
recycled raw material in the Eco- Cashmere yarns that guarantees 
the conformity to the Sustainability practices.
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FILATURA ASTRO SRL

via Privata Libertà, s.n.c.
13856 Vigliano Biellese, Biella - Italy
ph. +39 015 510133
www.filaturaastro.it
Contact Mrs Manuela Gaslini
manuela.gaslini@filaturaastro.it

Textiles Dubois
Mr. Marc Dubois
20 Avenue Reine Astrid /Koningin 
Astridlaan 20
7700 Mouscron - Belgio
ph. +32 56854949
info@textiles-dubois.be

Open End yarns, certified OEKO-TEX Standard 100 and GRS 
(Global Recycled Standard) – in counts from Nm 2,5 to Nm 20 
Regenerated cotton yarns in blend with natural fibres (wool, 
viscose of bamboo….) manmade and synthetic fibres (viscose, 
polyester, acrylic..) in raw white and dyed, single and twisted
Yarns with regenerated and original wool (in blend with Nylon, 
acrylic, polyester, cotton, cashmere…) in raw white and dyed, 
single and twisted.
Fancy yarns and slubby.
Flame retardant yarns in raw white and dyed.
Stock service yarns.
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FILATURA DI POLLONE SRL

Via Attilio Botto 29
13814 Pollone, Biella - Italy
ph. +39 015 2563000
www.filaturadipollonesrl.it
Contact Mr Antonio Calloni
antoniocalloni@filaturadipollonesrl.it

Mr Ove and Mrs Rose Andersen
Strandboulevarden 6, 3 
2100 Copenhagen 
ph. Ove +45 23608310
oe@oveandersen.dk
ph. Rose +45 26233361
rha@oveandersen.dk

Company has been founded in 1953 and is producing yarns for 
knitwear,hand-knitting, weaving and jersey in diff spinning 
systems: carded-carded ultrafine (label registered) and 
open-end.
Being an excellent perfomer of ‘yarn education’ in each part of 
the world, passing through the development, research and 
introduction of most advanced technologies: this is the 
corporate mission of Filatura di Pollone.
A philosophy business that leads to a success passing through 
an elevated flexibility in production, the development and 
introduction of process innovations, the severe quality control 
to customer’s service.
Following these guidelines Filatura di Pollone is able to 
anticipate market’s evolutions, realizing new yarns in according 
to customer’s specific inquiry.
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FILATURA PAPI FABIO SPA

Via Vivalle 193
40041 Silla, Gaggio Montano
Bologna - Italy
ph. +39 0534 30206
www.papifabio.com
Contact Mr Simone Benesperi
s.benesperi@papifabio.com

Founded in 1890 and now at its fifth generation, and located on 
the Appennines between Florence and Bologna, our Company 
specializes in high level woollen and worsted yarns for industrial 
knitwear and legwear.
We use only the best selections of precious fibres, such as 
Chinese cashmere, ultrafine wools, kid mohair, silk, also blended 
with polyammide and viscose, to create special yarns appreciated 
all over the world.
Respect of the environment is a must for us. Most of our yarns are 
following the DETOX guidelines, and we are also members of 
“Associazione Tessile e Salute” and “Traceability and Fashion”.
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FILITALY-LAB SRL

Via F.lli Buricchi, 1
59021 Vaiano, Prato - Italy
ph. +39 0574 720256
www.filitaly.it
Contact Mrs Ilaria Tuci
ilaria@filitaly.it

Luxury Alpaca Yarns and More Made in Italy
Filitaly-Lab manufactures worsted, woolen and special ultra-light 
blown yarns for Industrial Knitting, Hand Knitting and Weaving. 
We are specialized in the production of classical and fancy yarns 
with a high content of Alpaca in the finest types of the fibre 
(Baby, Superfine and Suri Alpaca) blended with other natural 
fibers (Merino Wool, Baby Yak, Cashmere, Mohair, Silk, Cotton) 
and technological fibers for the high end market.
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FILIVIVI SRL 
FOLCO – LANEROSSI

Viale Trieste 62, 
36075 Alte Ceccato Montecchio Maggiore
Vicenza - Italy
ph. +39 0444 70911
www.filivivi.it

Contact Denmark
Mrs Birgitte Gad
birgitte.gad@filivivi.it
ph. +39 0444 709115

Contact Benelux
Mr Francesco Castagnetti
francesco.castagnetti@filivivi.it
ph. +39 0444 709184

FILIVIVI srl is the product of a joint venture between the brands LANEROSSI 
and FOLCO, thus combining tradition with innovation, quality with 
efficiency, dynamic approach with reliability and spirit of service. The 
company’s headquarters and dyeing facilities are situated in Italy, Alte 
Ceccato (Vicenza) and Verrone (Biella). The group’s impressive yearly output 
assures a position of the greatest importance on the market. 
LANEROSSI - Founded in 1817, Lanerossi is the oldest wool yarn producer 
in Europe. Lanerossi’s long history and experience is synonymous with 
quality and reliability. The collection, ennobled by the historic Lanerossi 
brand, includes combed worsted yarns (100% fine and extra-fine merinos 
wools) and carded yarns (100% premium wools, cashemire or polyamide 
blends). Wide range of colours in stock service, in solid colours and 
melanges.
FOLCO - Folco is the European market leader, by quality and volume, for 
worsted merino-arylic knitting yarns. The widest and most varied collection 
of mixed yarns in wool and Dralon® for casual and elegant knitwear, offered 
in an extensive range of colours using the Folocolor system (1200 colours all 
available for small-scale sampling). Its strongpoints: variety, versatility, 
unwavering quality, absolute uniformity, and short time to market thanks 
also to the efficient stock service. A wide range of yarns counts, all of which 
are supported by a large stock service.
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FILMAR SPA

Via de Gasperi, 65
25030 Zocco D’Erbusco, Brescia - Italy
ph. +39 030 776700
www.filmar.it
Contact Mr Simone Zanni
simone@filmar.it

Yarns produced using 100% long staple Egyptian cotton fibre, suitable 
for knitting, weaving and hosiery productions.
The news are: Frescolana, cozy hand that combines the warmth of 
Merino wool with the freshness of crepe cotton (Artic), solid and 
mélange colors. Cotton& Cashmere, with mouliné effect.
Zero plus, zero pilling with the technological innovation of COM4 
spinning, which literally eliminates every trace of bobbling in the fiber, 
new mélange colors. Makò Cashmere and Madison precious yarns made 
of Egyptian organic cotton GIZA 45, (Gots certified) mixed with an extra 
fine cashmere.Nilo is the first extra long staple organic cotton, yielded by 
the Cottonforlife Initiative. Nilo exquisitely blend Giza 45 and Giza 87 
cotton fibers, producing the very soul of a one-of-a kind cotton, soft and 
silky to the touch.
The New Cotton&Cashmere (blend). WOOLY (wool&cotton). Trend, Life 
e Smart, Cashtouch, Rock, Allseasons e Thai: are made with cotton, silk, 
wool and cashmere of the best varieties. Each essence is available in 
stock service and in different titles. A wide range of colors, qualities and 
counts are available in STOCK SERVICE. Would you like to know where 
how our yarns originate and how are they made? Come to our stand and 
you will be taken into Filmar’s world through a virtual tour.
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FILPUCCI SPA

Via dei Tigli 41
50013 Capalle, Firenze - Italy
ph. +39 055 89871
www.filpucci.it
Contact Mr Gianluca Zodio
gianluca.zodio@filpucci.it

Tuscan spinning of historical importance in the Italian textile, foun-
ded in 1967. 
Among the world leaders for the production of creative yarns for 
high-range knitting. The uniqueness of its products is due to the 
inexhaustible spirit of research, the high quality, the incessant 
evolution. Recognized in the world for having made a trend with 
epochal innovations, including the introduction of viscose for knitting 
and the revolution of voluminous and hyperlight threads (Soffili ®). 
The Filpucci brand is Italian excellence in textiles for fantasy. Its yarns 
for knitting, combed and twisted, suggestive and imaginative, are 
produced with the best raw materials available.
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IAFIL - INDUSTRIA
AMBROSIANA FILATI SPA

Via dei Ciclamini, 3
20147 Milano - Italy
ph. +39 02483971
www.iafil.it
Contact Mr Antonio Calloni
antonio.calloni@iafil.it

Mr Ove and Mrs Rose Andersen
Strandboulevarden 6, 3 
2100 Copenhagen 
ph. Ove +45 23608310
oe@oveandersen.dk
ph. Rose +45 26233361
rha@oveandersen.dk

IAFIL - INDUSTRIA AMBROSIANA FILATI 
MILANESE QUALITY SINCE 1890
Iafil was founded in 1890, and boasts a Know how that enables to 
produce and commercialize yarns of a superior quality using only the 
World’s finest Cottons, together with other precious fibers.
IAFIL GUARANTEES
For more than 100 years in the production, marketing and 
commercialization of premium yarns, Iafil proposes cottons, linen and 
silk with a registered trademark. IAFIL believes in sustainability and 
corporate responsibility: for this it proposes yarns with important 
voluntary certification, which respond to very stringent 
environmental, productive and social protocols.
In IAFIL's Collection for Autumn/Winter 2020/2021 you can find 
different blends of Cashmere-Wool-Cotton and interesting offers in 
Alpaca, Silk and top fibres of excellence for the development of 
yarns that have many tactile alternatives and aspects playing with 
extreme gauges and full-bodied lightness.
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ILARIA MANIFATTURA LANE SRL

Via Paganelle 3, 
50041 Calenzano, Firenze - Italy
ph. +39 055 8876693
www.ilaria.it
Contact Mr Jacopo Bruni
jb@ilaria.it

Fancy yarn producer focused on high end stock service sustainable 
qualities. The 50 years old company relies on fast service, quality 
control and future oriented strategies to prevail in an ever complex 
Fashion Industry. Production, quality control and decision are made 
in the head quarter in Italy with prompt reaction and care, through 
an intense relationship with the customers there can be trust and 
reliability for an ever growing mutual business. 
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INDUSTRIA ITALIANA FILATI SPA

Via del Ferro, 137
59100 Prato - Italy
ph. +39 0574 64631
www.industsriaitalianafilati.it
Contact Mrs Claudia Bottone
claudia.bottone@yarn.it
Mr Tommaso Arrischi
tommaso.arrischi@yarn.it

Lucchesi family is in the textile business in Prato since 1897 and in 1962 
they established Industria Italiana Filati, a Company specialized in the 
production of innovative yarns with precious blends and fancy effects.
Nowadays all the production chain still takes place in Prato and our 
products are 100% traceable.
Industria Italiana Filati has decided to subscribe the “Commitment 
Detox”, challenge launched by Greenpeace, which aims to eliminate 
toxic substances from the textile production chain and we adopt the 
path “4sustainability” to approach ethics in business by adopting a 
protocol and card values for sustainability. Our MRSL (Manufacturing 
Restricted Substances List) is on line with the ZDHC program ( Zero 
Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals).
Today we present two different lines, Accademia and Industria that 
represent our history and commitments.
Accademia line focuses on careful research into materials and new 
production technologies.Noble fibres like Baby Alpaca and Kid Mohair 
span on new generation spinning machines,Airy, for new lightness and 
softness.
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LANECARDATE SPA

Via Garibaldi 57/a
13836 Cossato, Biella - Italy
ph. +39 015 9840035
www.lanecardate.com
Contact Mr Massimo Montanaro
montanaro@lanecardate.com

Founded by a family of entrepreneurs specialized in wool 
manufacturing since 1663, Lanecardate offers only top quality natural 
fibres. Quality, reliability and customer service are the company key 
values.
Lanecardate's woollen yarns are produced with the traditional oil 
carding method, using technologically advanced machinery in full 
respect of the environment and the people working in the company. 
Lanecardate Collection is a full range of classic yarns that are produced 
using fine and precious fibres (cashmere, angora, silk and superfine 
merino wool), all with a wide-ranging Stock Service, punctual delivery 
and an accurate customer service. All processes – from the scouring of 
our raw materials to spun yarn – are completely carried out in Italy. 
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LANIFICIO DELL’OLIVO SPA

Viale Fratelli Cervi 84
50013 Campi Bisenzio, Firenze - Italy
ph. +39 055 898641
www.lanificiodellolivo.it
Contact Mrs Guia Giacomelli
ggiacomelli@lanificiodellolivo.it

The distinctive feature of Lanificio dell'Olivo's collections is superior 
creativity coupled with the power of imagination, shaping into an 
overall vision made of contrasts and homogeneity in the usage of raw 
materials, mixing within new structures a vast selection of noble and 
natural fibers with innovative and modern materials. The ability to 
create yarns of excellent quality, always reliable in yield to maximize 
workability, has always been the expectation that the Prato Company 
excels in each new collection. An expression that fluctuates between 
past and future to redesign new solutions and style archetypes.
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MANIFATTURA IGEA SPA

Via Pollative 119
59100 Prato - Italy
ph. +39 0574 5181
www.igeayarn.it
Contact Mr Gabriele Poggiali
gabriele.poggiali@igeayarn.it

The Netherlands and Belgium
Bourgoignie Bvba - Sprl 
Mr. Michel Bourgoignie
Rozelaarlaan, 14
1560 Hoeilaart
ph. +32 47580424
mob. +32 475 580 424
bourgoignie.yarns@skynet.be

High quality fancy yarns for knitwear in noble fibers, mohair, alpaca, 
superfine merino wool.
100% extrafine merino wool worsted yarns (RWS).
Wide range of stock service supported MOHAIR and MERINO WOOL
Sustainability at first place in fibers selection as well as in production 
processing.
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MANIFATTURA SESIA SRL

Via Tosalli, 67/69 
28073 Fara Novarese - Italy
ph. +39 0321 819984/3
www.manifatturasesia.it
Contact Mrs Anna Maria Norgia
anna.norgia@mansesia.it

Founded in 1963, MANIFATTURA SESIA is specialized in the 
manufacturing of high quality classic and fancy light yarns for knitwear, 
hand-knitting and weaving in natural fibers.
 
The whole production cycle is MADE IN ITALY 
• SEQUINS and LAME’ in precious shiny fancy effects
• CASHMERE brushed and bouclé fancy effects
• MOHAIR Super kid blended with Silk, enriched with Sequins and Lamé
• WOOLS 140’s, 130’s, Extra-fine and Fine in classic layout; sporty 
tweeds, Shetland effects and British wools
• ALPACA Baby Suri, Superfine, Royal Baby in sporty worsted layout 
and elegant brushed effects
• ORGANIC – GOTS/ICEA Wool and Wool blends
• FUNCTIONAL Polypropylene fiber and Wool with innovative 
TECHNICAL hand-feel
 
EXTENSIVE STOCK SERVICE
 
Produced according to the OEKO-TEX and GB STANDARDS with the 
lowest environmental impact 
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MONTICOLOR SPA

Via Artigianale, 55
25010 Montirone, Brescia - Italy
ph. +39 030 2178811
www.monticolor.com
info@monticolor.com
Contact Mrs Susanna De Micheli
susanna.demicheli@monticolor.com
mob. +39 345 7934353

Contact Holland
Mrs Rosetta Paolucci
ph. +32 23437595
info@profiliagency.net 

Since 1993, Monticolor has grown following the fundamental principles of 
quality and service, constantly increasing the range of yarns in various type 
and colors, always quality tested and always available on stock.
STOCK SERVICE: more than 4.000 items of yarn types and always 
contemporary shades constitute Monticolor’s wide and complete yarn 
proposal.
COLOR STOCK FOR SAMPLING: on all knitwear shade cards you will find a 
QR code to discover and always be updated on the available colors on stock 
for samplings. 
COLORS FOR LIFE: Monticolor’s engagement since 2008 to direct its 
products and the activities connected to their production towards a new 
model of development, in which environmental care, respect for mankind and 
economic sustainability coexist. Yarns are GOTS, GRS and RCS certified: the 
advantages of organic cotton, recycled cotton, recycled PET and recycled 
cashmere, mixed in trendy yarns.
DETOX: with the aim of granting our Planet and the future generations a 
world free from toxic substances. Monticolor joins Detox project, engaging 
therefore in eliminating all emissions of dangerous chemicals from its 
production chains and on a general basis from its products, starting from 
January 1st, 2020.
ACTIVE LAB: new yarns with technical and efficient performances, aspects 
and contents. The innovative Deocell fiber eliminates bad smells at molecular 
level! It is skin-friendly as is maintains natural PH levels and inhibits the 
growth of bacteria. Tested by acknowledged laboratories.
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OLIMPIAS GROUP SRL

Via dei Palli 14/16
59100 Prato - Italy
ph. +39 0574 6087
www.olimpias.it
Contact Mr Giorgio Coda
gcoda@olimpias.it

Olimpias was created by the merger of a number of companies. Today, 
Olimpias is a unified group and a leader on the European textile scene. 
Olimpias’ roots are in the industrial heartlands of Italy, where around 
1000 of the group’s total workforce of 1500 are employed.
Thanks to our size and the thorough integration of our production 
processes, we can offer our customers an extensive range of products 
and services. Our processes are based on the most advanced 
technologies and the best expertise available, and guarantee respect 
for the environment and for the health and safety of our workforce and 
of our customers.
All our products are certified to Oeko-Tex standard 100, while our 
quality system is certified to ISO 9001. 
Our product range includes cotton yarn for knitwear, worsted and 
carded wools and cotton based woven fabrics. Our services include 
garment finishing, woven labelling, and the design and creation of 
entire man, woman and child clothing collections. These are the 
product classes that make up our offer. Each product class has been 
created by autonomous, specialist research and development, and is 
handled by highly professional sales management.
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PECCI FILATI SPA

Via Pantano 16/E
50010 Capalle, Firenze - Italy
ph. +39 055 89890
www.peccifilati.com
Contact Mrs Stella Nuti
snuti@pecci.it

We produce high end fancy yarns for industrial knitwear in a company 
that exists since 1884. 
We apply almost exclusively natural fibers ( as wool and alpaca) to fancy 
constructions, to obtain voluminized and confort yarns. A unique and 
unconventional proposal renewed at every collection. 
We have an internal production plant with different technologies at the 
disposal of our technicians and thus we fully control the process, from 
research and creation to final quality of the product. 
We care for the environment, and for the quality of life and safety of our 
workers. We have signed the Detox agreement in 2016 and have 
constantly reduced the environmental impact of our yarns since then.
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PINORI FILATI SPA 

Via E. Gestri 19
59100 Prato - Italy
ph. +39 0574 54911
www.pinori.it
Contact Mr Renato Quaranta
r.quaranta@pinori.it

Mr Ove and Mrs Rose Andersen
Strandboulevarden 6, 3
2100 Copenhagen
ph. Ove +45 23608310
oe@oveandersen.dk
ph. Rose +45 26233361
rha@oveandersen.dk

Pinori Filati has been operating for more than 40 years and 
combines the tradition of fancy yarns with the latest industrial 
technologies, offering a range of yarns for knitwear, hand knitting 
and weaving. Pinori also presents a line of certified recycled yarns 
with a low environmental impact.
Among the raw materials used we find alpaca fine, extrafine merino 
wool, mohair, cotton, silk.
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SERVIZI E SETA SRL

Via Solata, 17
13898 Occhieppo Superiore - Italy
ph. +39 015 2595032
www.servizi-e-seta.com
Contact Mr Alberto Enoch
alberto@servizi-e-seta.com
Mr Alex Zanuto
alex@servizi-e-seta.com

Worsted and Semi-Worsted yarns in 100% Silk and Silk blends with 
natural fibers, 100% Wool and Wool blends with noble fibers in raw 
white, dyed and Tops dyed Melange.
100% Linen Wet spun semi-bleached and tops dyed melange.
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SUEDWOLLE GROUP ITALIA SPA

Via del Mosso, 10
13894 Gaglianico, Biella - Italy
ph. +39 015 25 46800
www.suedwollegroup.com
Contact Mrs Alice Sperindio
info@suedwollegroup.it

Global relationships embrace our daily life: we frequently meet 
different people and we visit different places.
 
All the ideas and inspirations have been incorporated into our new 
Biella Yarn Fall/Winter collection. Are you curious about the 
results?
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TOLLEGNO 1900 SPA 

Via Gramsci 11
13818 Tollegno, Biella - Italy
ph. +39 015 2429221
www.tollegno1900.it
Contact Mr Roberto Ragazzoni
rragazzoni@tollegno1900.it

Tollegno 1900 presents two lines Classic/Luxury and Performance. Yarn 
emblem is Harmony 4.0 with a renewed image and improved 
performance compared to the previous Topwash. Absolute sovereign of 
the collection is Merino Wool, also in combination with Nylon 
recognizable for their visual effect. Sporty imprinting to the new 
Explorer ideal for casual and sport garments. The COLOURS card is 
composed by 165 colors among solid, mélange and mouliné. 
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MAGLIFICIO F.M.F. SPA

Piazza 1° Maggio, 14/15
59016 Poggio a Caiano - Italy
ph. +39 055 8706685
www.maglificiofmf.it
Contact Mr Nicola Vivarelli 
nicola@maglificiofmf.it
Mr Alessandro Neciolini
alex@maglificiofmf.it

Maglificio FMF Spa is an Italian company based in Italy (Prato), 
producing knitwear for man and woman from now 35 years. We have 
a strong R&D department that allows us to follow any type of 
customer. We could manufacture our products both in Italy and in 
Romania or Moldavia where we have our own companies with vertical 
production.
Our production range is quite versatile (from 3 to 14 gauges either 
flat or structure/intarsia/jacquard items on electronic machines) and 
we use mainly Italian yarns. We work both with fashion ad with 
technical brands.
All our factories are audited by Intertek as well as the final QC.
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MOMA CONCEPT SRL

Via Vieri Nannetti, 48
51100 Pistoia - Italy
ph. +39 0573 531721
Contact Mr Massimo Bruni
massimo@momaconcept.it

MomaConcept is a full-cycle knitwear company based in Pistoia 
(Italy). We are able to produce every possible gauge thanks to 
our Shima fleet in the gauges 3 (1 and 1/2) - 5 - 7 - 12 - 14 - 18. 
We also have manual machines in the gauges 3 - 5 - 7 - 12 as well 
as the possibility of making crochet garments. Every other step, 
from pre-ironing in sheets to sewing, to fulling with water or 
hydrocarbons and obvious final ironing with customized 
packaging, takes place inside our factory under strict control by 
experts.



ROOTS
Trend area f/w 20.21

The Nordic Countries
roadshow

Copenaghen | 12th June 
Moltkes Palæ

Amsterdam | 13th June
NH Collection Barbizon Palace

Via Valentini 14
59100 Prato, Italy

ph. +39 0574 4551
cpf@confindustriatoscananord.it

cpf@pec.saperi.eu

feeltheyarn.it

feeltheyarn

FeelTheYarn




